
 

Plan and enjoy and book your dream trip  

in real time, with travel guide and booking flight, train, bus, accommodation, 

activities all in one 

travelplanbooker.com is a family-run, intermediary online travel agency, that provides a a real 

time connection with all reputed travel providers for your travel experience at realtime 

prices. You can now plan the trip of your dreams while saving time, money, and stress. 

You have saved money and permitted yourself to dream and want to book now your travel 

journey. Booking your travel idea is now usually a time consuming, searching effort. The 

internet is flooded with travel-related pages or you have to accept packaged trips or consult 

catalogues. Therefore, planning a trip is frequently a difficult and a rather frustrating  process 

or you have to make concessions to your vacation plans.  

travelplanbooker.com is the pioneering and convenient travel planning and booking platform, 

that allows travellers the option, to plan the desired travel route at their budget. you have at 

your fingertips an extensive travel guide with a map. Reserve and book transportation, 

accommodation and activities to your liking. Enter the data for all travellers once and pay all 

in one. 

On the travel guide with map, you can locate the best places for transportation and to visit. 

There is plenty of information for destinations, for cities, for places to visit, for parks and 

wildlife, for heritage sights and countries or local habits and safety.  It is  a particularly 

wonderful choice for individual travellers to plan, select, book the dream vacation or 

multidestination trip at their choice and budget.  

On the home page you find inspiring trips. You can change pre-planned trips to fit your 

preferences and use them as recommendations for beautiful spots. When making travel 

plans, you decide on the departure date. However, if your trip is subject to a time zone change 

and your first destination is on a different day or date, the flight search engine may have 

altered your departure date. If you are OK with the flight's departure date, then only choose 

and book the flight or correct the first destination arrival date..  



Travellers have a choice depending on their preferred means of transportation, being it low 

cost flights, full service flights, or by choosing a different class per flight leg. There is as well 

an option to make a selection, if travelling by flight, train or bus is more preferred. Choose 

your hotel or apartment by locating it on the map, or by star rating, or within your budget 

limit. Any activities or sights you like to take part and book, but not other members of the 

group, then you have a choice to select, who will participate.  

The best services provided by travelplanbooker.com revolve around customizing your entire 

trip. Comparable online travel agencies offer pre-packaged vacations with little to no 

alterations.  

You can use a comprehensive travel guide with a map, destination markers and a lot of 

information to plan and modify the itinerary. The share your screen feature will be useful to 

plan and customize the entire trip together with any travelling members. You can plan a 

sustainable trip on your own as well.  

travelplanbooker.com respects all legal aspects of your privacy, when you provide 

information online. We work as intermediate with reputed companies, that value your trust 

and emphasize protecting the security and privacy of the personal data you give us when you 

visit our website, use our services and pay for the trip.  

For more information contact: 

travelplanbooker | All in one travel planning and booking tool 

info@travelplanbooker.com                   
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